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  Write the personal pronouns under the picture. 

 

    
yo 

 

 
él 

 
ella 

 

 
tú 

    

 
Ello  

Nosotros 

 
Vosotros 

 
Ellos 

    

 Write the personal pronouns     

                  Betty                                           Sara and Tom                                                     Me   

                  

                                             _____ are playing .                                                                                                                                                                              

       

 

____is playing on the computer.             _____ are playing in the sandbox.                   ____ am doing a puzzle.        

 

 John and I                         Peter                                   calculator                                            You and Mary 

                                  

    

      

 

 

 

____ are friends.          _____ is in the bathroom .           ____  is red.               __ are going to school.          

 

  
 

 



FORMA:

singular plural

I me (me, mi ) we us (nos, nosotros, nosotras)

you you (te, ti ) you you (os, vosotros, vosotras)

he him ( le, él )

she her (le, la, ella) they them (les, los, las, ellos, ellas )

it it(lo, él, ella, ello)

USO
Detrás del verbo, a diferencia del español en que suelen ir delante:

 John knows him / John le conoce.

Después de las preposiciones:

 I'm going to cinema with her / voy al cine con ella.
 This present is for you / este regalo es para tí.

Choose the correct option:
EX: I'm sitting next to she / her.

1. Maths is easy for I /me.

2. English is easy for you / yous.

3. He's sitting between them / they.

4. PE is as easy as Music for us / we.

5. Are you standing between they're / them ?

6. Science is very difficult for him / he.

7. I like your bike. When did you buy it / it's ?

8. Is he standing in front of  you / your ?



CIRCLE THE RIGHT POSSESSIVE ADJETIVE:

POSSESSIVE ADJETIVES

1. This is me.

And this is (  her- - - - your )

bike.

3. This is a beautiful tree.

(Its - It - It's) leaves are
big and green .

2. John has got a dog.

This is  (its- her - his) dog.

4. Peter and Sally study
English.(their- our- his)

teacher is nice.

.

6. We do (your- our- their)
homework.

5. This is Peter's mother.

(his- her- my) name is Helen.

7. I'm Sally and this is

(my - your - her) family.

9.This is Rose and this is

( your - her- his ) dog.

8. It isn't my pencil.

Is it ( you- your- its) pencil?

10. Brian plays with

(his - my - its) toys.

12. We have dinner with
( their - our - your)
grandparents.

11. This is Mike's cat.

(its - my - their ) name is
Pussy.

my



Look at the picture and complete the sentences with the right preposition and object,
then answer to the questions.

The ball is ………u…nd…e…r…..…… the chair.

The books are ……..……..................................... .

The school bag is ….……..……....………….…………. .

The shorts are ………......................................... .

The t-shirt is …………………................................. .

The vase is ………………...................................... .

The flip-flops are ……….................................... .
The cap is ........................................................ .

The robot is …….………………….………………………. .

Answer to the questions.

Are there five flowers in the vase?
……………………………………………….………. .

Is there a dog?
……………………………………………….………. .
Is the doll on the armchair?
……………………………………………….………. .
Is the belt on the table?
……………………………………………….………. .
Is there a yo-yo under the coffee table?
……………………………………………….………. .



Learn and complete the sentences  with the correct form of the verb  TO BE









Complete with have got / has got
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Name Date

language arts : using articles

USE ARTICLES
Did you know you read articles every day, all the time? They are really easy to recognize! 
Articles are the words a, an, and the. We use the articles a and an before just one person, 
place, or thing (also known as a singular noun). The article a is used before words beginning 
with consonants. The article an is used before nouns beginning with a vowel or vowel sound.
Example: A clown tripped over his shoe as an elephant danced.

Complete the sentences below with a or an.

The following sentences have mistakes. Write each sentence correctly.

1. We watched _______ dolphin jump over the water.

2. Johnny ate _______ apple and _______ orange.

3. The cat found _______ mouse to chase.

4. I have _______ allergy to peanuts.

5. He baked _______ dozen cookies.

6. _______ cow grazed nearby the farm.

7. We camped by ______   group of deer.

8. I have ________uncle and _______  aunt.

9. An dog loves barking at strangers.

10. The giraffe scratched his neck against an tree.

11. My mom ate a piece of pie with an glass of milk.
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AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS
I play
You play
He plays
She plays
It plays
We play
You play
They play

I don't play
You don't play
He doesn't play
She doesn't play
It doesn't play
We don't play
You don't play
They don't play

Do I play?
Do you play?
Does he play?
Does she play?
Does it play?
Do we play?
Do you play?
Do they play?

Yes, I do /No, I don't
Yes, you do /No, you don't
Yes, he does /No, he doesn't
Yes, she does /No, she doesn't
Yes, it does /No, it doesn't
Yes, we do /No, we don't
Yes, you do /No, you don't
Yes, they do /No, they don't

1.WRITE THE 3rd SINGULAR PERSON:

1) PLAY SHE PLAYS

2) RUN IT____________

3)STUDY SHE___________

4) READ HE____________

5) SWIM IT____________

6) SING SHE ___________

7) EAT HE_____________

8) WRITE SHE____________

9) GO HE ____________

10) EAT HE ____________

2. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE VERBS IN THE BRACKETS:

1) He__________________ (play) football in the afternoon.

2) She __________________ (drink) an orange juice..

3) You ________________ (study) English.

4) I ________________ ( read) an interesting book.

5) You _______________ (write) a letter to your English friend.

6) She ________________ (sing) an English song.

7) My dog _______________ ( like) meat.

8) We _______________(go) to the park.

9) She________________ (like) ice-cream.

10) They ________________ (eat) fish and chips.

3. TURN THE SENTENCES INTO  EGATIVE.

1) Ann feeds the cat.

_____________________________________

2) We listen to music.

_____________________________________

3) My father drives a car.

_____________________________________

4) They clean the house.

_____________________________________

5) You speak English.

_____________________________________

6) I go to the cinema.

_________________________________________

4. Complete with DO, DOES, DON'T or DOESN'T

1) _________ they play basketball? Yes, they __________.

2)  ________ Sarah watch TV?             No, she  ___________.

3)_________ you study English? Yes, I _____________.

4) ________ Tom and Alice like chocolate? Yes, they _______.

5) _________ the cat swim? No, it _____________.

6)__________ you go to school? Yes, we ____________.

7)_________  he like Maths? No, he _____________.

8) _________ we study French? No, we _____________.

9) _________ John read a book?         Yes, he _____________.

10) ________ turtles run fast? No, they ____________.

11) ________ you like pizza? Yes, I  _____________.



The spelling rules for adding "ing".

We simply add ing at the end of the verb.

Some verbs change their spelling when "ing" is added to them.

Verbs ending with "consonant-vowel-consonant"

When a verb ends with a consonant-vowel-consonant and we put STRESS on this sound in speech, we
double the last consonant. Then we add ing.

In the following examples the consonant is in blue, the vowel is in green, and ing is in red. The
STRESS is underlined.

run => runn + ing => running

stop => stopp + ing => stopping

begin => beginn + ing => beginning

Verbs ending with "e"

When a verb ends with the letter e, we first remove it, and then add ing.
In the following examples the letter e is in purple and ing is in red.

take => tak + ing => taking

make => mak + ing => making

dance => danc + ing => dancing

write => writ + ing => writing

Verbs ending with "ie"

When a verb ends with the letters ie, we change them into y and add ing.
In the following examples the letters ie are in brown, the letter y is in brown too, and ing is in red.

lie => ly + ing => lying

die => dy + ing =>
dying

open => open + ing => opening

visit => visit + ing => visiting

listen => listen + ing => listening

happen => happen + ing => happening



Look at the pictures and write affirmative, negative and interrogative sentences
in the Present continuous.  Use the verb in brackets.

A - She is reading a book. (read)
I- Is she reading a book?
N- She isn't reading a book.

A - He is_________________ (walk)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - She__________________ ( play)
I- Is__________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - He is__________________(walk)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - He is__________________ (run)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - He is__________________ (cycle)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - She is_________________ (sleep)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.

A - He is_________________( write)
I- Is_________________________?
N- He isn't ______________________.



Write the ing form of the verbs.
1. live           _____________________

2. play           _____________________

3. run            _____________________

4. wear _____________________

5. cycle _________________________

Write  Was or Were
1. We  ________ dancing.

2. Noella ________ wearing a hat.

3. I ________ wearing a scarf because it was cold.

4. We _______ wearing purple coats.

5. You _______  wearing an old-fashioned sweater.

Write questions in past continuous using these
words.

1. Who / clothes/ cool/ wearing / was/ ?
___________________________________

2. Was/ trendy/ hat/ the singer/ a/ wearing/?
___________________________________

3. Why / wearing/ red/ hats /they/were/?
___________________________________

4. Yessy's/ mother/ wearing/What/was/? ___________________________________

Choose the correct option.
1. She ______ boots yesterday.

a. wasn't b. weren't

2. They __________ wearing old-fashioned hats.

a. wasn't b. weren't

3. I __________ wearing a big white coat.

a. wasn't b. weren't

You ________ wearing  blue shorts yesterday.

a. wasn't b. weren't





Write the negative and the interrogative. ( Use for to express the duration of a activity in the past)

Affirmative Negative Interrogative
1. I skied for three hours. 1. I didn't ski for three hours. 1. How long did you ski for?

2.She played volleyball yesterday. 2. 2.

3. Iplayed golf for an hour. 3. 3.

4. He jogged in the park. 4. 4.

WRITE THE PAST SIMPLE FORM OF THE
VERBS.

play ___________      surf ____________

skate __________     want ____________

help ___________ jog _____________

walk ___________ ski ______________

work ___________ wait _____________

listen __________ wash ____________

live ___________ invite ____________

try ____________ watch ____________

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE.

1.Fusy __________ last week. (ski).

2. I ________  golf  last  Tuesday (play).

3.Yessy ____________ last Monday.

4.- He _________ for one hour  yesterday. ( skate).

5. They __________ home at  1:30. (walk)

6. We  ___________ for  half an hour. (skateboard)

7.  I __________ for half an hour in the park. (jog).

8. She __________ golf two years ago ( learn)

GIVE SHORT ANSWERS TO THE
QUESTIONS.

1. Did you pay football yesterday?

(+ )__________________________

(-) __________________________

2. Did Fusy surf last Monday?

(+ )__________________________

(-) __________________________

3. Did you play any sports last year?

(+ )__________________________

(-) __________________________

CHOOSE AND WRITE THE CORRECT OPTION.

1.How long did you ski for __________________?

a) last week    b) today     c) now.

2. I ________ in the mountains last week.

a) eskeed        b) ski          c) skied.

3. I rollerbladed for an hour _________ night.

a) to               b) last         c) this.

4. How ________ did she jog for?

a) long             b) much       c) time
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Skill – Matching                                   Name: _________________________ 

Health and Fitness                                                                   ©www.HaveFunTeaching.com  

Sports Matching Game 
Directions: Draw a line from the sports word to the matching picture 
 
 

basketball 
 
 

hockey 

 
 

soccer 

 
 

football 
 
 

baseball  

 

 

bowling 

 
 

tennis 
 
 

volleyball 
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   Name:  _________________                                Class: _______________________

Ordinal Numbers Word Search  

      Find spellings of the  ordinal numbers listed on the right and write the words in spaces provided. 

             

1st             First____________ 

2nd            ________________ 

3rd            _________________ 

4th            _________________ 

5th            _________________ 

6th            _________________ 

7th            _________________ 

8th            _________________ 

9th            _________________ 

10th          _________________ 

20th          _________________ 

21st          _________________ 

22nd          _________________ 

30th          _________________   

31st          _________________ 
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Clothes Spelling
.

Choose the correct spellings of the clothes in the picture

1) A. sshirt B. hsirt C. shirt D. shrt

2) A. cuat B. koat C. coat D. coal

3) A. shues B. shoess C. shoes D. shos

4) A. dre B. dresss C. dreses D. dress

5) A. pannts B. pants C. pantss D. pantes

6) A. scirt B. sskirt C. skirt D. skirth

7) A. t-sshirt B. t-shirt C. t-hsirt D. t-shrrt

8) A. jacket B. jaket C. jacet D. jaccet

9) A. soks B. socks C. socs D. soccs



Choose and write the correct word

1. ________________ 3. __________________2. ___________________

4. ____________________ 6. _____________________5. __________________

7. ___________________ 9.___________________8. ___________________

10. ___________________ 12. ___________________11. ________________

Art - English - Music - Science - Maths - Physical Education (PE) -
Spanish - History - Geography - Computer Studies - Drama - French.



1 Complete the table.

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets.

1 Britain is ____________________________ (hot) now than at any time before.

2 It’s usually ____________________________ (cold) in winter than in autumn.

3 Places that are sunny are ____________________________ (popular) than places where it rains a lot.

4 I think the weather is ____________________________ (bad) than ten years ago.

5 India is ____________________________ (sunny) than Britain, but it is also ____________________________ (wet)!

6 The sea is getting ____________________________ (high).

7 Summer is ____________________________ (short) now than 25 years ago.

This page has been downloaded from www.macmillanenglish.com/inspiration. 
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I N S P I R A T I O N  1

Worksheet 7

Comparative adjectives

Adjective Comparative Form

cold colder
big
difficult
bad
dry
early
good
high
hot
long
popular
small
sunny
wet

Remember
– Short adjectives + -er: cold – colder
– Short adjectives ending in one consonant

double the last letter + -er: big – bigger
– Long adjectives (more than two syllables):

more + adjective: more expensive
– Be careful of irregular adjectives e.g. good,

bad

3 Circle the correct form.
1 It’s hoter / hotter in July than in September.
2 The weather is badder / worse in London

than in my city.
3 I think it’s more beautiful / beautifuler

when it rains.
4 Is it drier / more dry now in the summer?
5 I think summer is getting shorter / more

short.
6 It’s always raining so it’s weter / wetter than

earlier / earlyer.

4 Circle the odd one out.
Example: cold   difficult   short     

1 hot   big   bad

2 dry   long   new

3 popular   sunny   famous

4 easy   early   expensive

5 good   cold   late

6 big   wet   old



Comparative Adjectives 
        

 Student’s name:  __________________________________     Level:  Basic 03            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Write the comparative form:                      Write the opposite. 
new ________________                                         younger    __________________              

long ________________                                            cleaner     __________________ 

nice  ________________                                           darker       __________________ 
  big  _________________                                           more boring ________________   

good ________________                                           hotter        __________________  

fat __________________                                           happier     __________________ 

  modern ______________                                           easier        __________________ 
  friendly ______________                                          smaller      __________________ 

  famous ______________                                           cheaper     __________________ 

 

 Write comparative sentences using the verbs in brackets 

1. My house is (big) _____________than yours.  
2. This flower is (beautiful) _________________than that one.  
3. A holiday by the sea is (good) ____________than a holiday in the mountains.  

4. The weather this summer is even (bad) __________than last summer.  

5. I think mathematics is (difficult) _____________than English.  

Complete the sentences. Use the comparative. 

1. Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants a __________ one. 
2. My job isn’t very interesting. I want to do something ___________________ 

3. The weather isn’t very warm today. Yesterday it was ___________________ 

4. People aren’t very polite today. In the past they were ___________________ 
5. This sofa isn’t very comfortable. That one is _____________________ 

6. This coat is nice, but I think the other one is ______________ 

Write three sentences using comparative adjectives 
 

1. __________________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________________________ 

20 kg 
50 kg 

SLOW SLOWER HEAVY HEAVIER DANGEROUS  MORE DANGEROUS 

Short words (1 syllable)  - er 

 
 old  older   slow  slower 

warm  warmer  tall  taller 

 

big  bigger, hot  hotter 

heavy  heavier, happy  happier 

Long words (2, 3, 4 syllables)  more… 

  
dangerous  more dangerous 

expensive  more expensive 

Irregular comparative forms: 

good  better, far  further 

bad  worse, little  less 
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